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Upcoming Career Development Events
CPHIMS On-Demand Review Course
https://www.himss.org/events/himss-cphims-review-course

Healthcare IT Foundations Course (in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University)
Oli.cmu.edu

Next Emerging Healthcare Leaders Webinar November 17 11 am CT 
HIMSS Scholarships
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Today’s 
Presenters

Manager of 
Implementation Services

MRO Corporation

Non-traditional Career Trajectories in Health 

Information Management

Director of Client Relations
MRO Corporation
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Key 
Learning 
Objectives
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Identify the basics of the release of 
information industry

Discover insights on obtaining a non -
traditional role in the health 
information management industry

Illustrate the trends taking place with 
health information management
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• “…the process of providing access to 
protected health information (PHI) to 
an individual or entity authorized to 
receive or review it. PHI is a term 
derived from a federal law, the 
Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), 
that refers to health information 
about a specific patient.”

-HSS.gov

Release of Information (ROI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is release of information?	It is the overall management of those HIM processes that is fundamental to confidentiality, security, and compliance in releasing protected health information. Health information as a whole, but specifically Release of Information is what accelerates revenue cycles, streamlines operations and improves patient outcomes. Exchange of health information is an essential function to the provision of high-quality and cost-effective healthcare. Who performs ROI?	The individuals who perform release of information may be identified by several different titles including ROI Specialist, Medical Records Clerk, HIM Technician, Health Information Coordinator. But no matter the title, their responsibilities are the same. They are checking medical records requests for HIPAA compliancy and resolving any related issues or deficiencies, access and interpret patient medical records, compile and organized the requested records and ensure their confidential release. As noted in MRO’s company mission, the foundation of what we do in ROI is “to disclose the right Protected Health Information (PHI) to the right requesters in a secure and compliant fashion”.



Why is ROI Important?
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It’s the law!

Provision, coordination or 
management of health care and 
related services.

Activities undertaken to determine 
or fulfill responsibilities for 
coverage and provision of 
benefits.

Business and management 
activities necessary to accomplish 
health care functions.

Treatment Healthcare Operations

HIPAA Payment1

2

3

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Release of information (ROI) in healthcare is critical to the quality of the continuity of care provided to the patient. It also plays an important role in billing, reporting, research, and other functions. Many laws and regulations govern how, when, what, and to whom protected health information is released. Specific to HIPAA, the privacy rule contains requirements for the management of health information to ensure confidentiality of the individuaTreatment- including the release of patient information from one healthcare provider to another for the purpose of continuing care (sending copies of a patient’s x-ray to their orthopedist)Payment- after a patient’s care has concluded, the hospital sends a claim to their insurance carrier (as applicable). In order make payment to the hospital, the carrier will ask for copies of medical records to support and substantiate the claimOperations- these activities include: reviewing the competence of qualifications of health care professionals (accreditation, certification, licensing or credentialing), auditing, quality assessments and business planning



What is changing?

• ROI in the Revenue Cycle
• Increasing payer requests for 

records
• Payer direct access to the 

electronic health record
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The healthcare revenue cycle encompasses the entire life of a patient account, from the moment it is created until it is paid in full, and then it starts all over again on the next visit. At the bedside and beyond, the revenue cycle touches every aspect of a healthcare organization’s clinical AND financial operations. So, successful management of the revenue cycle is vital to its health”Benefits of Rev CycleImproves the patient experience by minimizing frustration and confusion from complex medical billing processes.Provides a helpful connection between a patient’s clinical experience and their financial one.Enhances the information exchange between a provider’s EHR and business office systems.Type of RevCycle request for recordsPre-payment: records requested by payer after receipt of the initial claim for review of documentationPost-payment: records requester by the payer after the claim has been paid for post payment audit/retrospective reviewClaims attachment: records are sent along with the initial claim to the payer for expedited paymentDenial: claim submitted was denied for lack of or missing information, medical records are requested



What is changing?

• Legislation
• The Office of the Secretary for the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS).

• The Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health Information Technology 
(ONC):
• 21st Century Cures Act: Interoperability, 

Information Blocking, and the ONC Health IT 
Certification Program
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What is changing?

• Telehealth/Telemedicine
• Digitally enabled care 
• Healthcare apps and ‘wearables’ 

are trending
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Providers and patients may now conduct visits from the privacy of their homes or in other private locations. As standard protocol, providers should always require the patient be in a private environment, in addition to being in an equally private environment themselves. For patients who do not have access to an audio-video connection, audio-only visits are accepted. Just as with telehealth, the consent must be obtained prior to or at the time of service and documented in the patient’s medical record.Privacy and security practices when using telehealth must be followed and telemedical records documentation requirements are the same as other health records. HIM professionals need to ensure policies for telehealth address the documentation requirements, maintain images or recordings, and confirm records are retained according to state retention laws. Polices will need to identify who owns the records and who is responsible for amendments and release of information.



RaShaunnah’s Path
• Collegiate Career

• Georgia Southern University 
• Bachelors Degree: Health Education & Promotion (2012)
• Masters Degree: Healthcare Administration (2014)

• Program Requirements
• Volunteer Opportunities 
• Practicum

• Shepherd Center

• Career Growth:
• Shepherd Center: Operations Supervisor, HIM
• MRO Implementation

• Implementation Specialist
• Sr. Implementation Specialist  

• MRO Client Relations 
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Alicia’s Path
• Bachelors Degree

• Health Information Management (2013)
• RHIA

• Allscripts
• Implementation Consultant 

• New hire program

• Masters Degree
• Computer Information Systems; Health Informatics (2018)

• MRO Corp. (Via Alum Email Listservs)
• Implementation Specialist, Sr. Implementation Specialist, Manager
• CHPS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My career in the industry started in undergrad as I pursued a B.S. degree in Health Information Management and through my program I also prepared and sat for the RHIA exam and became credentialed prior to graduation. (So for those who are considering sitting for an AHIMA credentials, take advantage of the available resources to assist in studying/preparation. I suggest taking the exam as soon as you can, while all of the content and context is still fresh in your minds.I applied for many positions during my senior and accepted to be part of a New Hire Undergraduate program with Allscripts, a Healthcare IT vendor specializing in EHRs, Population Health and Rev Cycle. This program was built to allow for onboarding and growth with the company along with other fellow recent graduates. So I started my career with a cohort of other new professionals, which was comforting and encouraging.I garnered a stronger interest in the technological aspects of the industry and wanted to learn more, so I started a masters program through Boston University and earned an M.S. in Computer Information Systems with a concentration in Health Informatics. So I was able to build on my existing knowledge and experience in HIM while adding exposure to database design, information security, IT strategy and management and systems analysis. Both my positions wit Alscripts and MRO were travel intensive, so I did complete the program onlineMy time in grad school spanned my transition from Allscripts to MRO where I took a position as an Implementation Specialist, a position I became aware of through an email from my undergrad internship coordinator at Temple University. At MRO, I do similar work as to when I was with Allscripts, but the company’s solutions and offerings differed. I work with implementing our Disclosure Management platform and tools to assist with the release of protected health information. In line with this, I took the step of earning another AHIMA credential that would aid me in my work, so I sat for the CHPS (certified in healthcare privacy and security), of which majority of the concepts, rules and regulations apply to ROI so it was a great fit. Next month will make 5 years that I have been with MRO and in that time, I was promoted to Senior I.S. and now Manager of Implementation Services.



Additional Career Paths 

• Informatics/Analysis/Data collection

• Information Systems/Management

• HIM Coordinator, Manager, Director

• Implementation (EHR, ROI)

• Clinical Data Improvement

• Revenue Cycle/Billing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When considering a career in Health Information Management, for many the first thought is an HIM Manager or Director. While those are great options, we wanted to share some of the other areas in the industry that can be explored. Do you like travling and being client facing? Perhaps implementation or consulting would be a good place for you. Like crunching numbers and following trends? Analysist and informatics may be right up your alley. AHIMA has a great tool that you can start to take a look at what some of the other related roles in the field. Here we’re looking at the role of an ROI specialist on AHIMA’s Career Map. It speaks to which areas of HIM the position hits as well as career trajectory from entry level to advanced or mastery. But this tool also provides insight to average salary (by years of experience, geographic region or credentials held).



Job Settings
• Hospital/Health System

• Ambulatory care/Clinics

• Payer/Managed Care

• Education

• Vendor

• Consulting

• Government

• Public Health
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
HIM careers are experiencing rapid growth as healthcare organizations invest in digital technologies to streamline record-keeping processes and secure vast amounts of patient data. As a health information management professional, you can pursue a variety of career paths and depending on which area of health information management you focus on, you could work in a variety of healthcare-related settings. They include these noted on the slide and more!http://www.highdefgeek.com/future-outlook-popular-career-paths/



Where Do I Start?
• Campus Career Center

• Resume Building 
• LinkedIn 

• Seek Internships & Volunteer Opportunities

• Networking

• Connect & Join Alumni Programs 
• Attend Conferences 
• Professional Mixers

• Obtain Industry Mentor  

• Further Your Education

• Post Graduate Degree 

• Certifications

• Certified Release of Information Specialist (CRIS)
• Registered Health Information Administrator (RHIA)

• Set up alerts on job search sites
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social media platforms, like Linkedin are a great way to network with professionals and learn about job opportunities. Student career offices are also helpful if you’re right out of school and as Alicia mentioned earlier, sign up for email listserves to be alerted of new opportunities. Be sure to join Local and state chapters (CSA component state associations) of any national organization you are part of there. There will be local events and meetings available to you!There are a variety of places to volunteer. These places include physician offices, hospitals, and professional organizations. Such places can provide an opportunity to increase professional contacts and sharpen professional skills. If your undergrad program includes an internship, use that to make connections and build relationships with resources there; you never know, they could be a future employer!With all of the different websites available, the application process can be overwhelming, so develop a system for organizing and tracking the jobs you have applied for. Do not forget to include the date of application, relevant contact name and number, when to follow up, and the dates and times of any interviews in your tracking system. 



Resources & Organizations
• Organizations to follow:

• American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA)
• Association of Health Information Outsourcing Services (AHIOS)
• American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA)
• Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS)

• Publications:
• Journal of AHIMA
• For the Record

• Government resources:
• Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications
• Health Services Research Information Central
• HealthIT.gov 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of the associations here has online resources for career growth and continuing education AHIMA’s Career Assist and HIMSS’ JobMine house a directory of companies in the industry, interview prep materials and social media networking tips, resume building, new job alerts and career coaching AHIOS and AMIA and other publications provide information to allow you to stay up on the latest trends in health information management. While government resources provide insight to changing legislation at the national and state levels.



Questions?
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Contact Us

Manager of 
Implementation Services

MRO Corporation

Non-traditional Career Trajectories in Health 

Information Management

Director of Client Relations
MRO Corporation
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RaShaunnah Sledge , MHAAlicia  Pa t rick, MSCIS, RHIA, CHPS

Email: APatrick@mrocorp.com Email: RSledge@mrocorp.com



Thank you!
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